Compensation is an approach that enables rapid, higher-resolution impedance spectra measurements of energy storage devices. The input signal consists of a sum-ofsines excitation current that has a known frequency spread. The advantage of Crosstalk Compensation is that high resolution spectra can be acquired within one period of the lowest frequency while also including non-harmonic frequencies. The crosstalk interference at a given frequency can be pre-determined and assigned to an error matrix. The real and imaginary impedance can then be calculated based on the inverse of the error matrix and captured response. Analytical validation of Crosstalk Compensation was performed using a battery equivalent circuit model. Two different frequency ranges were simulated, and both indicated that a minimum step factor between frequencies should be 1.25 to reduce the error in compensating the captured response signal. For a frequency range of 1638.4-0.1 Hz, for example, a maximum of 45 frequencies should be included within the excitation signal to accurately acquire the impedance spectra at high resolution. A simplified derivation of Crosstalk Compensation and its corresponding analytical validation studies are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Energy storage devices are becoming more pervasive in various industries (e.g., military, automotive, electric utilities, etc.) as the U.S. seeks to reduce its dependence on foreign energy resources. Due to the high cost of energy storage devices, including batteries, ultracapacitors, and fuel cells, there is also a growing need for highly accurate and robust state-of-health (SOH) assessment techniques. Existing health assessment methods tend to focus on passive measurements, where the voltage and current are monitored as functions of time and ambient temperature [1] [2] [3] [4] . This approach is very beneficial for tracking changes in parameters such as capacity, energy, and state-of-charge (SOC). However, increased performance demands on batteries and other energy storage devices have made simple, passive monitoring an insufficient measure of health and remaining useful life.
Other critical parameters for battery SOH assessment include resistance growth and available-power fade as functions of time and temperature. A direct approach for gauging changes in resistance and power capability is to conduct constant current pulse tests over a pre-determined SOC range and capture the voltage response [5] [6] [7] [8] , but this method is not practical for rapid, onboard diagnostics applications. Another approach for indirectly assessing changes in resistance and power has been to use alternating current (AC) impedance spectroscopy measurements over a broad frequency range [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Impedance spectra measurements consist of exciting the battery with a lowlevel sinusoidal signal with incremental steps in frequency and measuring the response. The excitation signal can either be a voltage or current sine wave. The observed changes in the overall impedance spectra during aging has been shown to linearly correlate with resistance rise and power fade that have been calculated from pulse tests [9] [10] .
Impedance spectra measurements typically require expensive equipment in a laboratory environment. The measurements are also usually taken sequentially as the frequency is incrementally changed, and this results in long test durations (somewhere in the range of ten minutes to an hour depending on the system settings and frequency range). However, new techniques, known as Compensated Synchronous Detection (CSD) and Fast Summation Transformation (FST) [17] [18] [19] [20] , have recently been developed to enable rapid impedance spectra measurements using a hardware platform that could be designed as an embedded system. Instead of sequentially measuring the impedance at each frequency of interest, the CSD and FST techniques use an excitation signal that consists of a sum-ofsines that simultaneously contains all frequencies of interest.
For CSD [17] [18] , the sum-of-sines excitation signal usually contains a frequency spread that is logarithmically separated. Since this input signal has a finite duration, it becomes a sequence of sinc functions in the frequency domain, and this can cause crosstalk error in the response. To reduce this error, the input sum-of-sines signal is usually limited to a relatively small number of frequencies or the number of periods of the lowest frequency is increased. It has been shown that 13 frequencies of interest within the excitation signal require a minimum of three periods of the lowest frequency to obtain good results [17] . The battery is excited with this sum-of-sines signal, and the response is captured at a sufficiently fast sampling rate to avoid aliasing errors. The response signal is then demodulated using synchronous detection at each frequency of interest. To compensate for the crosstalk interference, the detected response signal is then reassembled into a sum-of-sines with each frequency except the one of interest. This assembled signal is subtracted from the original response and synchronously detected again at the frequency of interest with a significantly reduced error. A simplified variation of CSD (harmonic CSD) has also been implemented, whereby the excitation signal has a logarithmic frequency spread that is constrained to be harmonic with octaves or triads. The synchronously detected results in this case are not corrupted with crosstalk, and only one period of the lowest frequency is required.
For FST [19] [20] , the sum-of-sines excitation signal is limited to a frequency spread that is separated by octave harmonics. With octave harmonics, the crosstalk error is eliminated since all of the other sinc functions cross zero at the frequency being detected. Therefore, only one period of the lowest frequency is required to complete a measurement. Additionally, the data processing of the captured time record is significantly less intensive than synchronous detection for harmonic CSD. The battery is excited with this sum-of-sines signal, and the response is captured using a data acquisition system having a sample frequency that is octave and harmonically related to all of the frequencies within the excitation signal. Instead of synchronous detection, as used with CSD, the response signal in this case is rectified relative to the sine and cosine at each frequency of interest. All the samples are then added and normalized by the total number of periods at the given frequency (e.g., only one period for the lowest frequency, two periods for the next lowest frequency, etc.). The real and complex impedances are then computed using a simple matrix calculation consisting of the individually summed samples and the total numerical value determined from the rectified signals [19] .
Both the FST and CSD techniques provide results that are directly comparable with standard AC impedance measurements, but they make use of hardware that could be designed as an on-board, embedded system. The FST technique has the advantage of speed (only one period of the lowest frequency required) but at the expense of resolution in the spectra. The CSD technique has the advantage of providing higher-resolution impedance spectra, but at the expense of measurement duration. The purpose of this paper is to describe an alternative impedance measurement technique, known as Crosstalk Compensation (CTC), which enables high-resolution spectra to be acquired within only one period of the lowest frequency.
CROSSTALK COMPENSATION
For CTC, the sum-of-sines excitation signal includes multiple frequencies that can be separated in various ways (e.g., logarithmically, linearly, etc.) without the limitation of harmonic distribution. Since the frequencies of interest in the input signal are known, the existing crosstalk error that will occur from a non-harmonic frequency distribution can be pre-determined and assigned to an error matrix. The response signal can then be compensated with the inverse of the error matrix to identify impedance spectra with high resolution.
The derivation of the CTC technique is based on the input sum-of-sines signal shown in Equation (1), where A i , T i , and in i are the known amplitude, period, and phase of the i th excitation signal, respectively. Note that the number of frequencies within the excitation signal, M, for the CTC can be much larger than CSD or FST since the spread is not limited to harmonics. For example, if a logarithmic distribution is desired for a high-resolution measurement, the step size, S, between each frequency within the input signal can be governed by Equation (2) . The maximum and minimum frequency (f max and f min , respectively) are assumed to be known. Thus, the next frequency on the sequence (f i+1 ) is the present frequency (f i ) multiplied by the step factor, as shown in Equation (3).
The battery (or other energy storage device) is excited with the input signal in Equation (1) , and the response is captured, as shown in Equation (4) , where B i and  i are the unknown amplitude and phase of the i th response signal, respectively. The variable n represents the discrete time step integer (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, … N), where N+1 is the total number of samples within the captured time record, and t is the sample time step. This response signal is then synchronously detected with respect to both the sine and cosine of the frequency of interest to find the quadrature and in-phase components of the impedance. Note, however, that for non-harmonic conditions, there will be crosstalk interference error in the results.
The response signal in Equation (4) can be described by a crosstalk error matrix, C, multiplied by an array consisting of the true (but unknown) in-phase and quadrature responses of the battery at each frequency of interest, as shown in Equation (5) . The crosstalk error at each detected frequency of interest is primarily caused by the interference of the other frequencies within the excitation signal. In a harmonic spread, these other frequencies converge to zero and the error matrix becomes the identity matrix. The crosstalk compensation matrix can be obtained by taking the Fourier Transform of the right side of Equation (4) and performing the synchronous detection operation for each frequency within the sum-of-sines signal in the frequency domain. The synchronous detection results from the time domain, left side of Equation (4), are then equated to those in the frequency domain, as applied to the right side of Equation (4), yielding a system of equations where the uncorrupted response can be obtained. The synchronous detection of the response signal (or measured time record), Y, is a column vector of length 2M. The error matrix has a size of 2M by 2M, where M is the number of frequencies in the excitation signal. The [P; Q] array is a column vector of length 2M where the in-phase and quadrature components (P and Q, respectively) are described by Equations (6) and (7), respectively, for the i th frequency. The expanded form of Equation (5) is shown in Equation (8) when derived in the frequency domain. The error matrix comprises the inphase and quadrature components of the crosstalk effect at each frequency of interest in the response signal. The response of the battery to a given excitation signal, therefore, consists of the inverse of the error matrix multiplied by the synchronously detected measured time record as shown in Equation (9) .
The CTC technique enables the rapid acquisition of very high resolution spectra. Depending on the number of frequencies in the excitation signal, however, solving for the error matrix and finding its inverse can become very computationally intensive. But, since the properties of the excitation signal are selected before any measurements are taken, the error matrix can be pre-calculated, and this reduces the required computation time during the actual measurement if speed is required (e.g., for onboard diagnostic applications). . . .
ANALYTICAL VALIDATION
Validation of the CTC technique was based on a simplified battery model using the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 1 . A test cell circuit (TCC) was built based on this model to verify the consistency of AC impedance measurements between different national laboratories as part of the Applied Battery Research Program [10] . The TCC equivalent circuit model includes an ohmic resistance (R 1 ) that is connected to a polarization resistance (R 2 ) in parallel with a polarization capacitance (C 1 ). A resistor (R 3 ) is coupled with the capacitor to capture any resistive elements within the capacitor, including electrical leads, current collectors, and contacts. The ohmic resistance shifts the impedance spectra curve on the real axis and the polarization RC-network produces a semicircle loop that represents a charge transfer resistance [21] .
Figure 1. Test cell circuit.
The simulations discussed herein are based on a TCC model having an ohmic resistance (R 1 ) of 10 m, polarization resistances (R 2 and R 3 ) of 5 m each, and a capacitance of 21 F. These parameter values correspond to the TCC that was actually built for the Applied Battery Research Program [10] . The calculated equivalent impedance of the TCC is shown in Equation (10), where s = j contains the frequency component of the impedance. The resulting calculated impedance spectrum of the TCC at various frequencies between 25.6 and 0.025 Hz (inclusive) is shown in Figure 2 . The semicircle loop begins at 12.5 m since the capacitor behaves as a short circuit at very high frequencies.
This results in an ohmic resistance of R 1 (10 m) added to the parallel combination of R 2 and R 3 (5 m each). The semicircle loop ends at 15 m since the capacitor behaves as an open circuit at very low frequencies, which eliminates R 3 and results in a series combination of R 1 and R 2 . Thus, the charge transfer resistance for this TCC model is 2.5 m (i.e., the total width of the semicircle). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Impedance spectra based on the CTC technique using the TCC equivalent model were simulated by applying a sumof-sines signal as the load current (I L ) and recursively solving for the load voltage (V L ) response. The simulated load voltage response was then compensated using the pre-determined error matrix to find the in-phase and quadrature components of the impedance. To mitigate the transient effects caused by the size of the capacitor in the TCC, the simulations discussed herein consisted of exciting the equivalent circuit model with a load current having two periods of the lowest frequency. The first period was an initial start-up signal that was a mirror image of the desired excitation signal (this was required as the frequencies were non-harmonic) to eliminate transients, followed by the actual excitation load current signal. The first half of the excitation signal (i.e., the mirror image) was discarded, and the simulated impedance results were based only on the second period of the lowest frequency. Electrochemical transient effects have also been observed in actual cell testing, but previous studies [20] have demonstrated that the transient effects primarily influence the Warburg tail at lower frequencies, though they have minimal impact on the charge transfer resistance region of the spectra. Consequently, only one period of the lowest frequency should be needed to complete a CTC measurement of an actual cell.
The first set of simulations was based on a frequency range of 25.6-0.025 Hz since this adequately described the charge transfer resistance semicircle, see Figure 2 , and the high and low frequencies are harmonically related to each other (i.e., 0.025 Hz * 2 10 = 25.6 Hz). Given a low frequency of 0.025 Hz, the excitation signal was 40 seconds long; as mentioned above, this signal was preceded by a 40-second start-up signal to eliminate any transient effects caused by the model parameters. Figure 3 shows the Nyquist curve for both the theoretical impedance (open circles) and simulated CTC response (solid triangles) for one period of the lowest frequency using the harmonic logarithmic spread, where the number of frequencies, M, is 11. Because of the harmonic separation, there is no crosstalk interference and the error matrix, C, is a 22 by 22 identity matrix when assembled in the frequency domain. Figure 4 shows the corresponding (a) magnitude and (b) phase plots for both the theoretical and simulated results. As expected, the magnitude of the impedance decreases from 15.0 m to 12.5 m as the frequency increases from 0.025 Hz to 25.6 Hz. The corresponding phase response shows a local minimum at the semicircle peak (i.e., in the Nyquist curve of Figure 3 ) and approaches zero at the high and low frequency extremes, where the impedance is mostly resistive. The impedance data shown in these figures demonstrate that harmonic separation between frequencies yields low-resolution results that are insufficient to fully describe the semicircle arc. The semicircle peak, for example, appears to be more triangular in form due to the sparse dataset. With CTC, additional frequencies can be added within the sum-of-sines signal to improve the resolution of the semicircle arc without increasing measurement time. Figures 5 and 6 show the Nyquist and Bode plots, respectively, using 32 frequencies between 25.6 and 0.025 Hz, where the step factor, S, from Equation (2) is 1.25 (i.e., the frequencies within the excitation signal are 0.025, 0.031, 0.039, …, 20.47, 25.6). With the increased resolution, the semicircle arc is much better defined, and the theoretical and simulated results still match up very well. To demonstrate the effect of crosstalk interference in the excitation signal, the uncompensated response from the simulation (i.e., Y in Equation [9] ) is also shown in these figures with solid squares. The crosstalk effect is obviously worse at lower frequencies where fewer periods at the frequencies of interest are included within the overall load current. As the frequency of interest gets larger, more periods are included within the sum-of-sines signal and this enables a better averaging of the detected impedance and a reduced impact from the crosstalk interference. Thus, the uncompensated results tend to converge towards the theoretical response at larger frequencies. Figure 7 shows the error between the theoretical and simulated results (with compensation) for the 32 frequencies included in the load current based on the expression shown in Equation (11) . The maximum error in the real impedance is below 34 (0.026% of the corresponding theoretical real impedance) and the imaginary component is below 2 at its peak (0.175% of the corresponding theoretical imaginary impedance). Increasing the number of frequencies in the excitation signal above 32, however, introduces much larger errors in the simulated results for this particular frequency range. Table 1 shows the maximum error calculated from Equation (11) in the magnitude, phase, real, and imaginary components of the impedance for increasing frequencies. Beyond 32 frequencies, the maximum error in the simulated results generally increases by a factor of five or more with each additional frequency added to the excitation signal. These data indicate that the minimum step factor between frequencies should be 1.25 given the TCC model. Figure 8 shows the compensated Nyquist curve when 34 frequencies are included in the sumof-sines excitation signal. The error in the simulated response is clearly evident in the lower-frequency region when the step factor is made too small.
Although a frequency range of 25.6 to 0.025 Hz adequately describes the semicircle of the TCC model, a 40-second excitation signal is not very practical for rapid, onboard applications. For typical lithium-ion cell chemistries, a more common frequency range is between 1638.4 and 0.1 Hz [20] . This results in only a 10-second measurement for one period of the lowest frequency. Imaginary Impedance The high and low frequencies are harmonically related when 15 frequencies are used in the sum-of-sines excitation signal (i.e., 0.1 Hz * 2 14 = 1638.4 Hz). Thus, there is no crosstalk interference and the error matrix, C, is a 30 by 30 identity matrix when assembled in the frequency domain. Figure 9 shows the resulting theoretical and simulated CTC impedance spectra for this frequency range. As before, the harmonic separation yields low-resolution data that inadequately describe the semicircle. A low frequency of 0.1 Hz does not sufficiently capture the right edge of the semicircle arc, but the edge could be inferred through extrapolation (e.g., with a linear extrapolation between the simulated impedance at 0.1 and 0.2 Hz, the edge of the semicircle arc is estimated to be 15.1 m). Increasing the resolution of the spectra should also increase the accuracy of this extrapolation.
M=32
The first frequency range used in the simulation indicated that the minimum step factor between frequencies for a logarithmic distribution should be 1.25. For this frequency range (1638.4 to 0.1 Hz), a step factor of 1.25 results in 45 frequencies of interest embedded within the sum-of-sines excitation signal. Figures 10 and 11 show the resulting theoretical and simulated impedance spectra with the Nyquist and Bode plots, respectively. As expected, the semicircle arc is much better defined with increased resolution in the spectra. Using a linear extrapolation to find the right edge of the semicircle arc based on the last two low-frequency points in the simulation yields an estimate of 15.04 m, which is much closer to the actual value of 15.0 m. The uncompensated responses, also shown in these figures, still converge towards the theoretical response as the detected frequency of interest gets bigger, resulting in more periods within the overall excitation signal. Table 2 shows the maximum error calculated from Equation (11) in the magnitude, phase, real, and imaginary components of the impedance for increasing frequencies. The maximum error in the real impedance is below 34 (0.026% of the corresponding theoretical real impedance) and the imaginary component is below 31 at its peak (0.620% of the corresponding theoretical imaginary impedance) for M = 45. The error does not change significantly when one more frequency is added to the sumof-sines excitation signal (i.e., M = 46 and S = 1.24) but shows significant increase when M = 47. These data also indicate that the minimum step factor between frequencies should be around 1.25 or 1.24 given the TCC model. Figure 12 shows the compensated Nyquist curve when 47 frequencies are included in the sum-of-sines excitation signal. The error in the simulated response is clearly evident in the lower frequency region when the step factor is made too small. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Crosstalk Compensation is a novel technique that enables high-resolution impedance spectra to be acquired rapidly. The excitation signal is a sum of sinusoids that can be separated in various ways (e.g., logarithmically, linearly, etc.). Since the characteristics of the sum-of-sines excitation signal are known, the crosstalk interference between sinusoids can be pre-determined and assigned to an error matrix. Once the response signal of the energy storage device is captured and synchronously detected, it can be compensated by the inverse of the pre-calculated error matrix to rapidly identify the in-phase and quadrature components of the impedance (free of crosstalk interference) at each frequency of interest. The purpose of the simulation studies discussed herein was to assess the capability of Crosstalk Compensation to rapidly acquire high-resolution impedance spectra within one period of the lowest frequency using a logarithmic spread. It was shown from the simulated results that sum-of-sines signals separated by harmonics do not have crosstalk interference (i.e., the error matrix is the identity matrix), but the resulting spectra are sparse and do not adequately describe the charge transfer resistance semicircle arc. Increasing the number of frequencies within the sum-of-sines signal yields a much better description of the semicircle once the captured response signal is compensated by the error matrix. However, overly high resolution of the impedance spectra can cause errors in measurements as well. The two frequency ranges used in these simulations indicated that the minimum step factor between frequencies should be about 1.25 to avoid corrupting the spectra, especially at the lower frequencies where fewer periods are included within the overall excitation signal. Therefore, Crosstalk Compensation is a rapid measurement approach that provides high-resolution results that are comparable to the theoretical response of an equivalent circuit model. The next step in validating the Crosstalk Compensation technique is to acquire measurements on cell chemistries and evaluate the response compared to standardized AC impedance sweeps. 
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